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Introduction  
Going forward, the following pages will serve as George Fox University’s Aesthetics Branding Package, offering a 
straightforward, step by step process for all finish, color and furniture choices for all University spaces. 
 
For the next time, any furniture selections are required for your spaces, follow this process for Furniture Aesthetic 
Decisions: 

 
 
For new employees: An Office Setup Request Form must be submitted. This will also address furniture needs. Only 
this process starts with Plant Services. 
 
For existing employees needing to replace dated or broken furniture, they will fill out the furniture request form. 
This process starts with Purchasing (gmorales@georgefox.edu)  in partnership with Plant Services.  
 
All departments are required to provide their furniture and equipment requirements on an annual basis. If an item 
was not budgeted for, they need to wait till the next fiscal year. 
 
If a damaged item needs to be replaced, budget for that item should come from the department's budget.  
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeLd36APyxgZ9fRtFERlhFKr-Z1ihuZjrPnKM6W5KRsWEZzqg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdTmuDVB_aasEwQWjO18Nausp9NLz0jbCkSoQdesXpIF7cslA/viewform
mailto:gmorales@georgefox.edu
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All purchases, except for HR determined ergonomic items, need to be paid for by the requesting department. 
Especially ergonomic items belong to the George Fox University Purchasing Department and are to be returned 
once the requesting employee has left GFU. 
 

Furniture Removal 
Whenever any furniture needs to be removed from spaces on campus, follow this process for Furniture Removal: 

 
 

Aesthetic Finish Decisions - Materials & Finish Choices 
 

Major Remodels + New Buildings 
In the case that spaces are due for major remodels or new buildings are built and aesthetic decisions need to be 
made, this package should still be used to prescribe the type of furniture ordered and the aesthetic direction 
followed.  Furniture and finish choices should be approved by Purchasing (gmorales@georgefox.edu)  before 
purchasing in these instances. 
 

Branding of Spaces + Professionality of Spaces 
As of September 2022, all spaces on George Fox University’s campus should follow the branding guidelines set 
forth in this document, based on University-approved color schemes, finish selections and general aesthetic 
related to GFU branding in interior and exterior spaces.  In an effort to create a cohesive look and feel throughout 

mailto:gmorales@georgefox.edu
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all University spaces, this Aesthetics Branding Package will serve as a guide to create spaces that fit within the 
branding message of George Fox University. 
 
University spaces should feel professional, creating spaces that are within University guidelines.  Those guidelines 
include the following rules to abide by: 

● All furniture should follow the guidelines set forth in this document and should be approved by George 
Fox University before ordering. 

● Elements from personal homes, with the exception of personal photographs or artwork, are not allowed 
in professional offices and classrooms - for clarity on which items are approved to be brought in, contact: 
purchasing@georgefox.edu  

● Items such as lamps, rugs, and side chairs should follow the policy set forth in this document and fit within 
the guidelines of this Aesthetics Branding Package.  These items should not be purchased from home 
stores and brought into University spaces without approval from purchasing@georgefox.edu  

● Miscellaneous items such as bulletin boards, lighting and window coverings should be ordered through 
Purchasing with approval from purchasing@georgefox.edu  

● In regards to Lamps specifically, these items should be purchased as strategic lighting for specific areas 
(seating areas, lobbies, etc.).  Plug-in items can cause safety hazards and other complications with 
electrical outlets.  Please get prior approval from purchasing@georgefox.edu for any lighting or lamp 
purchases prior to ordering. 

 
 

Clarity of Process 
With the inception of this Aesthetics Branding Package, all George Fox University spaces will follow the guidelines 
set forth in this document.  For any new finish application (painting, carpet, etc.) or for any new furniture 
purchases, this document aims to clarify the process of those activities and streamline the way that any one 
person may edit their space. 
 

Functionality 
It’s important to remember that furniture and finishes need to be functional for a University setting and any 
purchases or choices made going forward, should meet that requirement.  All furniture for George Fox University 
education and professional settings should be commercial-grade.  While small items such as side tables or small 
storage bins may be purchased from residential manufacturers, any large furniture items such as desks, sofas, task 
chairs, lounge furniture,  etc., must be commercial-grade going forward.  In an effort to create a longer lasting set 
of furniture within University settings, the goal of this initiative is that all furniture is functioning as it should for 
the use intended. 
 

Big Picture 
When purchasing commercial-grade furniture, the University is able to utilize warranties on those items so that if 
anything should occur with those items in the future, the University is able to replace or fix those items without 
additional cost.  As well as warranties and maintenance perks, commercial grade furniture is built to withstand 
high use and will last longer than any residential furniture bought from residential manufacturers.  To be able to 
keep furniture longer, even in high use settings, commercial-grade furniture is a better cost and use option for the 
University. 
 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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New Approved Color and Finish Schemes 
For space renovations and updates going forward, George Fox University buildings will stay within this color and 
finish scheme for finishes.  This will include all spaces that get renovated and updated.  If a space is being added to 
the University or remodeled, approval for any variation on this color and finish scheme should be approved by Carl 
Anderson, Jeremiah Horton, and the Aesthetics Committee. 
 

Interior Finishes - General Buildings / Modern 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Paint shall stay within this color scheme.  The following colors have been chosen to keep within the Aesthetics 
Branding Guide and you may choose from these following colors for interior spaces: 
PT-1 : Sherwin Williams “Indigo Batik” SW 7602 
PT-2 : Sherwin Williams “Gray Screen” SW 7071 
PT-3: Sherwin Williams “Debonair” SW 9139 
PT-4: Sherwin Williams “Storm Cloud” SW 6249 
PT-5: Sherwin Williams “Westhighland White” SW 7566 
PT-6: Sherwin Williams “White Tail” SW 7103 
PT-7 : Sherwin Williams “Mountain Air” SW 6224 
 
Paint Samples for all above colors available upon request through Plant Services. 
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Renderings Showing How These Colors Might Work in Spaces 
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Wood tones shall stay within this color scheme, however WD-1 and WD-2 are shown as examples of wood tones 
currently around campus.  All new wood tones chosen should be closer to WD-3, a mid-tone walnut. 

 
 
 
WD-1 : Existing around Campus 
 
WD-2: Existing around Campus 
 
WD-3: Mid-Tone Walnut (similar to Wilsonart “Virginia 
Walnut” Laminate) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Laminates that are not wood-toned and Metals on furniture should fall within the color scheme shown here: 

 
 
 
M-1 : Black Metal or Laminate 
 
 
 
 
M-2 : Bright White Metal or Laminate (not off-white/ivory) 
 
 
 
 
M-3 : Light to Medium Gray Metal or Laminate 
 
 
 
 
M-4 : Navy Blue Metal or Laminate 
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Fabrics : Selected based on availability, function and location - these will be chosen based on this color scheme 
shown by the furniture ordering team.  You may request which color family you wish your furniture to be specified 
as but it will be ordered based on availability and lead times. The following fabrics are to select from when 
ordering any of the furniture in this Aesthetics Guide: 
 
DesignTex Silcone Element 3919-411 - Amazon 

 
 
DesignTex Alphabet 3877-804 - Pavement 

 
 
DesignTex Iota 3008-804 - Fieldstone 

 
 
DesignTex Adler 3661-803 - Mouse 
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DesignTex Mateo 3895-201 - Dark Yellow 

 
 
DesignTex Rocket 2693-202 - Finch 

 
 
DesignTex Ulster Upholstery 3957-201 - Yellow 
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Finishes for Exterior Buildings: 
Exterior - General Buildings / Modern 
For Modern buildings on campus, finishes should go with or match other existing buildings such as these types of 
finishes: 

 
Exterior - Historic Buildings 
For Historic buildings on campus, finishes should go with or match other existing buildings such as these types of 
finishes: 

 
 
Finishes for Interior of Historic buildings   
Colors and finishes for Interiors of historic buildings on campus are to be determined by the Aesthetics 
Committee in partnership with the Assistant VP of Facilities and or Assistant Director of Facilities 
Maintenance. 
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Finishes for GFU Athletics: 
Interior + Exterior Athletics Specific Branding 
For finishes related to GFU Athletics, the following color scheme may be used: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Paint for Athletics spaces shall stay within this color scheme.   
PT-8 : Sherwin Williams “Liberty Blue” SW 2942 (for Navy Blue) 
PT-9 : Sherwin Williams “Inkwell” SW 6992  (for Midnight Navy) 
PT-10: Sherwin Williams “High Reflective White” SW 7757 (for White) 
PT-11: Sherwin Williams “Tricorn Black” SW 6258 (for Black) 
PT-12: Sherwin Williams “Zircon” SW 7667 (for Gray) 
PT-13: Sherwin Williams “Smoky Azurite” SW 9148 (for Slate Blue) 
PT-14 : Sherwin Williams “Different Gold” SW 6396 (or match Old Gold Pantone 457) 
 
Paint Samples for all above colors available upon request through Plant Services. 

 
Overview of General Furniture Aesthetic 
For space renovations and furniture orders going forward, George Fox University will utilize the following furniture 
aesthetic in all spaces. 
 

General University Buildings  
 

Chairs 
Seating and Chair selections should have a soft rectangular shape, as opposed to a circular or round shape.  All task 
and student chairs should be black, unless the space is being remodeled and another color scheme has been 
approved.  In that case, furniture orders will need to meet the requirements of this package and be approved by 
the Purchasing Team. 

 
Typical Task or Conference Chair: 
Uline - Ergo Mesh Chair Black H-7690BL 
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Typical Classroom Student Chair - With Casters + Upholstered Seat: 
OPNW - Sadie 1- Oh- One Mid- Back Task Chairs, Black 

 
 

Typical Guest Chairs: 
Hyphn - 9 to 5 “Clary” with black mesh back and gray or navy seat upholstery options 

 
 

Typical Lounge Chair: 
Hyphn - 9 to 5 “Lily” | Sit On It “Gobi”  
*9 to 5 Seating ”Lily” Side Chair and 9 to 5 Seating “Jax Side Chair” can be used for a lower price point* 

 
 
 

Typical Lounge Coffee Tables 
Hyphn - Sit On It “Parallon” | HON 8000 Series | HON Tabula Tar 10 Coffee 
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Typical Molded Plastic/Multi-Use Chair: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Sprout Chair - Black 

 
 

Tables 
Tables should be either a light to medium gray finish or a wood tone laminate that falls in the approved finish 
categories as shown above on the approved aesthetic finishes. The aesthetic should be clean lines and modern 
shapes, with a simple black base. 

 
Typical Classroom Table  
Hyphn - Global - Bungee Table (High performance TFL, Willow Gray Top and Black Legs) 
Various Sizes available: 

 
 
 
Typical Computer Table - Approved by IT 
Hyphn - Global - Bungee Table (High performance TFL, Willow Gray Top and Black Legs) 
(size specific to location) 
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Typical Side Table - 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Uni Laptop Table 

 
 

Desks 
Desks should be selected from a pre-sourced list of options approved by Purchasing (see below).  Desktops should 
be a mid-tone walnut wood tone laminate that has been selected to match the color scheme presented in this 
package.  Desk legs should be gray or black based on location and availability.  The shape of desks should be 
modern with clean lines. 

 
Typical Desks for Most Private Office Space  
OPNW - Urban Series - Natural Walnut 
*exception for Administrative offices and open offices 

 
 

Desk Lamp Typical  
Hyphn - Pro LED Desk Lamp 
Lamps should be ordered through Purchasing and based on need and availability, the following lamp will be used 
in office settings. 
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Storage 
Storage solutions should be selected from a pre-sourced list of options approved by Purchasing. Shelving, cabinets 
and other storage options should be black, white or gray, depending on the location and availability.  In some 
cases, a matching mid-tone walnut wood laminate to match desking may be used. 

 
Bookshelf Typical - Black or Walnut Wood Grain Laminate 
Hyphn - Safco Bookshelves 

 
 

Overall, all new furniture purchases should feel modern and meet the color and finish requirements set forth in 
this document. 

 
Art for Offices 
If artwork is required for office spaces, please select from the following style options based on size and availability. 

A     B     C 

 
 
 
D     E     F 
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G     H     I 

 
 
 
J     K      L 

 
 
 
M     N     O 

 
 

Historic University Buildings  
For interior spaces in Historic University buildings, furniture and finish typicals will remain the same as shown 
above and throughout this document.  Though the interiors will remain branded as shown in this package, the 
exteriors of the historic buildings on the George Fox University campus will have their own set of standards. 
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University Buildings and Spaces - Typicals 
In order to follow the guidelines of this Aesthetics Branding Package, the below list of University buildings and 
spaces offers a quick guide to what type of furniture you may need for your space.  You can continue scrolling 
through this package to find what the space requirements are for you in your space. 
 

Space Typicals with Furniture Options Shown 
 
Offices 
Small Office Typical (75-125 Square Feet) 
Within a small office space, occupants are supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 1 Task Chair  
● 1 Desk 
● 1 Storage Solution (Credenza, Storage Cabinet, Shelving or Filing - based on the needs of the occupant and 

size/layout of the office space) - to be determined in collaboration with purchasing@georgefox.edu  
● 1-2 Guest Chairs (Dependent on need, space, and availability) 

 

 
 
Medium Office Typical (125-225 Square Feet) 
Within a medium office space, occupants are supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 1 Task Chair  
● 1 Desk with return (if space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 2-3 Storage Solutions (Credenza, Storage Cabinet, Shelving or Filing - based on the needs of the occupant 

and size/layout of the office space) - to be determined in collaboration with 
purchasing@georgefox.edu  

● 2 Guest Chairs (Dependent on need, space, and availability) 
 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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Large Office Typical (225-400 Square Feet) 
Within a large office space, occupants are supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 1 Task Chair  
● 1 Desk with return (if space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 2-3 Storage Solutions (Credenza, Storage Cabinet, Shelving or Filing - based on the needs of the occupant 

and size/layout of the office space) - to be determined in collaboration with 
purchasing@georgefox.edu  

● 2 Guest Chairs (Dependent on need, space, and availability) 
● 1 Soft Seating or Lounge Option (Dependent on need, space, and availability) 

 

 
 
Note on Guest Chairs and Other Soft Seating Options for Offices 
While office spaces can house guest chairs and soft seating, not all spaces require them for their function.  If your 
space requires guest chairs or soft seating options based on daily functions, the University can provide typical 
options for these requests that meet the aesthetic requirements of this document.  Guest Chairs and Soft Seating 
in general should not be brought from home or purchased from residential manufacturers and should be approved 
by purchasing@georgefox.edu prior to purchase. 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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Large Administration / Leadership Office Typical 
Within a large, Administrative or Leadership office space, occupants are supplied with the following items from 
George Fox University: 

● 1 Task Chair  
● 1 Desk with return and credenza (if space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 2-3 Storage Solutions (Credenza, Storage Cabinet, Shelving or Filing - based on the needs of the occupant 

and size/layout of the office space) - to be determined in collaboration with 
purchasing@georgefox.edu  

● 1-2 Guest Chairs (Dependent on need, space, and availability) 
● 1 Small Conference Table (Dependent on need, space, and availability) 
● 4 Conference/Task Chairs to go with Conference Table 

 

 
Specialty Office Typical (Anthropometric)  
For special requests that require Anthropometric adjustments, please contact purchasing@georgefox.edu  for 
specific requirements. 
 
Reception Workstations + Open Office Workstation Spaces 
For spaces that require workstations (cubicle systems), the required layout, function and size will be taken into 
consideration before furniture purchasing.  Most Reception desks and Open Office layouts will utilize workstations 
with fabric panel systems to separate work spaces and allow for function and efficiency in space layouts.  These 
types of workstations and desk systems need to be purchased through purchasing@georgefox.edu  and will 
require specific space plans before purchasing. 
 
Historic Houses with Offices 
Historic houses with offices should follow the above layouts for office furniture based on square footage, though 
the type of furniture may vary depending on the historic nature of the home. 
 
Offices within Laboratories 
These types of specialty offices will require specific furniture.  For these types of specialty offices, contact 
purchasing@georgefox.edu to confirm furniture requirements before purchasing. 
 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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Waiting Areas / Lobby Spaces - Small, Medium, Large 
 
Small Lobby Space (48-75 Square Feet) 
Within a small lobby space, occupants are supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 2-3 Lounge Chairs / Soft Seating 
● 1 coffee or side table (as space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 1-2 side tables - based on the needs of the space and size/layout of the lounge space) - to be determined 

in collaboration with purchasing@georgefox.edu  

 
 
Medium Lobby Space (75-150 Square Feet) 
Within a medium lobby space, occupants are supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 2-3 Lounge Chairs  
● 1 Soft Seating Option - couch, loveseat, or other option (as space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 1 coffee table (as space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 1-2 side tables - based on the needs of the space and size/layout of the lounge space) - to be determined 

in collaboration with purchasing@georgefox.edu  

 
 
Large Lobby Space (150+ Square Feet) 
Within a large lobby space, occupants are supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 3-5 Lounge Chairs / Soft Seating Options in multiple layouts as prescribed by the space plan 
● 1 coffee or side table per seating group (as space/layout and current stock allows) 
● 1-2 side tables per seating group - based on the needs of the space and size/layout of the lounge space) - 

to be determined in collaboration with purchasing@georgefox.edu  

 
 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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Break Room / Small Kitchen 
The following typical furniture may be used in small break rooms within buildings or in Kitchen areas used for staff 
and faculty. 
 
Typical Plastic Chair  
Hyphn - Sit On It - Sprout Chair - Black 
 

 
 
Typical Table 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Parallon Table (various sizes/shapes available) 

 
 

Classrooms + Learning Spaces 
While classroom spaces consist of several types of spaces, furniture should be multi-purpose and be able to be 
used throughout different learning spaces.  Below are typical furniture items that would work for classroom spaces 
throughout the George Fox University campus.  Finishes for classroom furniture should follow guidelines at the 
beginning of this Aesthetics Branding Package. 
 

General Classrooms - Gen Ed 
Typical Classroom Chairs - No Casters: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Sprout Chair - Black 
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Typical Classroom Student Chair - With Casters + Upholstered Seat: 
OPNW - Sadie 1- Oh- One Mid- Back Task Chairs, Black 

 
 

 
Classroom Chair with Tablet Arm: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Rio 4 Leg with Tablet Arm | Sit on It - Lumin 4 Leg with Tablet Arm 
Preferably in Black and Navy Blue 

 
 
Classroom Tables: 
Hyphn - Global - Bungee Table (High performance TFL, Willow Gray Top and Black Legs) 
Various Sizes available: 
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Rolling Whiteboards: 
Hyphn - Ghent - Roam Mobile Whiteboard 

 
 
 
Lectern for Classrooms will be supplied by the IT Department. 
 

Classrooms for Specific Majors (example: Art and Design) 
These types of specialty classrooms will require specific furniture needs.  For these types of specialty classrooms, 
contact purchasing@georgefox.edu  to confirm requirements before purchasing. 
 

Labs 
These types of specialty classrooms will require specific furniture needs.  For these types of specialty classrooms, 
contact purchasing@georgefox.edu  to confirm requirements before purchasing. 
 

Lecture Halls 
These types of specialty classrooms will require specific furniture needs.  For these types of specialty classrooms, 
contact purchasing@georgefox.edu  to confirm requirements before purchasing. 
 

Makers Hub 
Most furniture in the Makers Hub is custom to meet the requirements of the space, however for the standard 
Study Rooms, furniture should follow this general scenario. 
 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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Typical Classroom Chairs - No Casters: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Sprout Chair - Black 

 
Typical Classroom Student Chair - With Casters + Upholstered Seat: 
OPNW - Sadie 1- Oh- One Mid- Back Task Chairs, Black 

 
 
Typical Table: 
Hyphn - Global - Bungee Table (High performance TFL, Willow Gray Top and Black Legs) 
Various Sizes available: 

 
 
Rolling Whiteboards: 
Hyphn - Ghent - Roam Mobile Whiteboard | OFS Ezel 
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Wall Whiteboards for classrooms will be supplied by Plant Services. 
 

Conference Rooms and Meeting Spaces 
 
Small Conference Room - Typical (seats 6-8) 
Within a small conference room, the space will be supplied with the following items from George Fox University: 

● 6-8 Chairs - depending on size of the room and shape of the table 
● 1 small to medium sized conference table - depending on size of the room 
● Storage and Tech Support required by the size/shape of the room and use of the room 
● Furniture should match the look and aesthetic shown throughout the rest of this Aesthetics Package 

dependent on the room, location, and function of the space 
 

 
 
Medium Conference Room - Typical (seats 8-12) 
Within a medium conference room, the space will be supplied with the following items from George Fox 
University: 

● 8-12 Chairs - depending on size of the room and shape of the table 
● 1 medium to large sized conference table - depending on size of the room 
● Storage and Tech Support required by the size/shape of the room and use of the room 
● More Guest chairs or high tables/stools if required based on size/shape and use of the room  
● Furniture should match the look and aesthetic shown throughout the rest of this Aesthetics Package 

dependent on the room, location, and function of the space 
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Large Conference Room - Typical (seats 12-50) + Auxiliary Meeting Spaces 
Larger Conference room spaces that seat 12+ as well as auxiliary meeting spaces throughout the campus like 
Canyon Commons and others, should follow the same aesthetics and furniture selection as shown throughout the 
rest of this Aesthetics Package. 
 

Lounge Spaces 
 

Classroom Building Lounge Spaces 
 
Typical Lounge Chair: 
Hyphn - 9 to 5 “Lily” | Sit On It “Gobi” | OFS “Rein”  
(finish can be changed based on the space but fabric and upholstery choices should be durable options) 

 
 
Typical Lounge Coffee Tables 
Hyphn - Sit On It “Parallon” | HON 8000 Series | HON Tabula Tar 10 Coffee 
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Typical Side Table / Laptop Table - 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Uni Laptop Table 

 
 
 

Administration Building Lounge Spaces 
 
Typical Lounge Chair: 
Hyphn - 9 to 5 “Lily” | Sit On It “Gobi” | OFS “Rein”  
(finish can be changed based on the space but fabric and upholstery choices should be durable options) 

 
 
Typical Lounge Coffee Tables 
Hyphn - Sit On It “Parallon” | HON 8000 Series | HON Tabula Tar 10 Coffee 
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Typical Side Table / Laptop Table - 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Uni Laptop Table 

 
 
Residence Hall Lounge Spaces 
 
Typical Modular Couch / Soft Seating: 
Hyphn - ETC “Clarette” 

 
 
Typical Side Table / Laptop Table - 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Uni Laptop Table 

 
Residence Halls 
Residential Rooms and Kitchens will be specifically allocated for FFE based on their individual style, location and 
building.   

 
Library 
While the Library consists of several types of spaces, furniture should be multi-purpose and be able to be used 
throughout the space.  Below are typical furniture that would work for all spaces throughout the Library and fill the 
space and use needs. 
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Ottoman: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Nano Ottoman 
Specified in a vinyl, wipeable fabric 

 
Tables: 
Hyphn - Global - Bungee Table (High performance TFL, Willow Gray Top and Black Legs) 
Various Sizes available: 

 
 
 
Typical Classroom Style Chairs at Tables - No Casters: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Sprout Chair - Black 

 
 
Classroom Style Chairs at Tables - With Casters: 
OPNW - Sadie 1- Oh- One Mid- Back Task Chairs, Black 
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Rolling Whiteboards: 
Hyphn - Ghent - Roam Mobile Whiteboard | OFS Ezel 

 
 
Typical Lounge Chair: 
Hyphn - 9 to 5 “Lily” | Sit On It “Gobi” | OFS “Rein”  
(finish can be changed based on the space but fabric and upholstery choices should be durable options) 

 
 
 
Typical Lounge Coffee Tables 
Hyphn - Sit On It “Parallon” | HON 8000 Series | HON Tabula Tar 10 Coffee 
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Typical Modular Couch / Soft Seating: 
Hyphn - ETC “Clarette” 

 
 
 
Computer Tables: 
Hyphn - Global - Bungee Table (High performance TFL, Willow Gray Top and Black Legs) 
Various Sizes available: 

 
 
Typical Side Table / Laptop Table - 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Uni Laptop Table 

 
Book Carts: 
These types of specialty items will require specific furniture orders.  For these types of specialty items, contact 
purchasing@georgefox.edu  to confirm requirements before purchasing. 
 

mailto:purchasing@georgefox.edu
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Trophy Case / Glass Display Case: 
Hyphn - Ghent - Spirit Display Case | Ghent - Reliant Display Case 

 
 
Tall Tables: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Parallon Bar Height Table - 30” Top 

 
 
Tall Stools: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Rio Bar Stool | Haworth - Very Bar Stool 
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Bookshelves for Library Books: 
Hyphn - Russwood Stately Library Shelving or MIEN Company KIO Shelving (or similar style) 
(Finishes to match wood tones or laminates shown above) 

 
 
 

 
Eating Spaces 
Eating Spaces in Canyon Commons, Klages, and various Kitchens throughout campus require specific FFE for the 
space requirements and should follow the finishes shown in this document.  Some furniture that may be used in 
these spaces are shown below.  Surfaces in these spaces should be wipeable and easily moved. 
 
Tall Tables: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Parallon Bar Height Table - 30” Top 

 
 
Tall Stools: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Rio Bar Stool | Haworth - Very Bar Stool 
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Chairs at Tables - No Casters: 
Hyphn - Sit On It - Sprout Chair - Black 

 
 

 
Miscellaneous Spaces 
Throughout the University, there are spaces that require specific furniture and finishes.  For those spaces like those 
listed below, follow this guide as best you can in terms of finishes, materials and furniture, however final approval 
for these types of spaces will be left to Plant Services and the Aesthetics Committee. 
 
Bathrooms - General - All bathrooms on campus should follow building code regulations and match the overview 
of finishes and materials in this guide. 
 
Bathrooms - ADA - All ADA bathrooms on campus should follow building code regulations and meet the 
requirements of the ADA.  They should also match the overview of finishes and materials in this guide. 
 
Storage Rooms - All storage rooms on campus must follow building code regulations and match the overview of 
finishes and materials in this guide. 
 
Auditoriums - All auditorium spaces on campus must match the overview of finishes and materials in this guide.  
Finishes for these spaces should also be high-wear. 
 
Gallery Spaces - All gallery spaces on campus must follow building code regulations and match the overview of 
finishes and materials in this guide. 
 
Counseling Rooms - All counseling rooms on campus must match the overview of finishes and materials in this 
guide. 
 
Therapy Rooms - All therapy rooms on campus must match the overview of finishes and materials in this guide. 
 
Locker Rooms + Team Rooms - All locker rooms and team rooms on campus should follow building code 
regulations and meet the requirements of the ADA.  They should also match the overview of finishes and materials 
in this guide. 
 
Training + Treatment Rooms - All training and treatment rooms on campus should follow building code regulations 
and meet the requirements of the ADA.  They should also match the overview of finishes and materials in this 
guide. 
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Laundry Rooms - All laundry rooms on campus must match the overview of finishes and materials in this guide. 
 
Bookstore - For any new requirements for furniture or finishes in the Book Store on campus, selections must 
match the overview of finishes and materials in this guide and take GFU Branding into consideration. 
 
Fox Hole Lounge - For any new requirements for furniture or finishes in the Fox Hole Lounge on campus, selections 
must match the overview of finishes and materials in this guide and take GFU Branding into consideration. 
 
Mail Room - Finishes or Furniture for the Mail Room on campus must match the overview of finishes and materials 
in this guide. 
 
Bruin Pantry - Finishes or Furniture for the Bruin Panty on campus must match the overview of finishes and 
materials in this guide. 
 
 


